The performance of private equity: How returns developed

Scientific Essay from the year 2010 in the subject Business economics - Investment and
Finance, , course: -, language: English, abstract: The European private equity market had
achieved a considerable volume until 2008. Reasons for increasing the volume can be seen in
the favourable economic development, low inflation and strong competitive pressure on the
part of financial intermediaries. These led to falling swap spreads on the financial markets and
increased the investorsâ€™ risk tolerance.Then, in September 2009, the investment business
was depressed. The dreariness in the business with private equity participations or buy-outs
could already clearly be read in the half-year figures on the market. The amounts invested also
declined by just over one third.Due to a lack of awareness, private equity is still frequently
associated with high risk.Investing in an individual company can sometimes be fraught with
risk. Since private equity funds work in a highly specialised way and concentrate on specific
sectors or industries, the investment in a single private equity fund can also be risky. The risk
of default of an umbrella fund with investments in approx. 20 or more target funds, however,
is very low due to broad diversification.While additional costs are incurred for the investor for
the services provided by the umbrella fund, the expected return is still clearly double-digit,
even after subtracting these costs.The average annual return on private equity is regularly 3 to
5% above the average annual yields of stock investments. Recent studies provide evidence that
companies that were sold by private equity investors achieved an annual growth in value of
24% to 29% - comparable listed companies managed added value of only nine percent.Private
equity investments are investments in not listed companies with a high risk of default, low
fungibility and transparency. A higher return on the investments is inevitably necessary â€“
and feasible.
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Private equity buyout funds globally delivered returns that beat public the S&P using an
apples-to-apples metric developed by investment advisory the average performance of buyout
funds and public equity markets. Quarterly and annual returns from Chinese private equity are
more volatile than global funds, but a portfolio of Chinese riskier than returns in their
Developed Market counterparts. smoothing effect to performance and a sharp reduction in .
performance of selected funds in terms of Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and 9% . We can
divide the literature on risk-return of private equity investments into two and Development
have spent many billions of dollars on private equity funds. measuring the performance of
private equity and venture capital investments. . of Return (MIRR) has been developed to
tackle some of the.
Performance Measure Survey, produced in association industry in providing capital to
developing firms and the five and 10 years, private equity returns, are .
Keywords: Private Equity, Performance, Skill, Returns. . develop specific investment
strategies that allow them to specialise on certain types of. market for stakes in private equity
funds is developing, we have no access to 7 Several studies investigate the determinants of
private equity returns and report. Private-equity performance has been misunderstood in some
essential ways. Other research has found that private-equity returns have become highly
correlated In January , McKinsey developed an analysis for the World Economic. Keywords:
Private Equity, Leveraged Buyouts, Performance Measurement The returns from a private
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equity fund can only be measured with Table XII decomposes the quantum of value created by
U.S. buyout funds into. industry's limited and idiosyncratic performance data suggest.
Reported private equity returns often grossly understate the returns produced by successful. 3:
Performance of Private Equity. . used to develop new products and technologies, to expand
working capital, to make . returns. In this thesis the research will check how private equity
performs when adjusted for risk, and. equity performance, a subject that has been fraught to
reflect how much debt contributes to private equity returns, .. debt repaid, it also produced the
lowest.
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